Formation of TEDx Society at City University

*Proposer:* Aakriti Jha  
*Seconder:* Luisa Edves

**This Union Notes:**
1. TEDx is a program of local, self-organized events that bring people together to share a TED-like experience  
2. TEDxCITY will be a society at City University London that organises such TEDx conferences/events  
3. TEDxCITY’s application form to start a new society was rejected by the Student Union.  
4. Many universities around London have hosted TEDx conferences at their universities. For example TEDxLSE, TEDxUCL, TEDxKingsCollegeLondon.

**This Union Believes:**
1. TEDxCITY will bring people together to seek a deeper understanding of their contribution to towards the society around them and to inspire ideas and action for a better future for all.  
2. TEDxCITY will enhance the experience of students at City University, as it will be an extracurricular activity for students.

**The Union Resolves:**
1. ‘The Students’ Union should support the students facilitate organizing a TEDx conference at City University London.
2. ‘The Students’ Union should encourage such conferences at City University to enhance student experience.'